America is Changing . . .
Texas is Changing . . .
San Angelo is Changing...
And Here's Why!
by Ken Casper
Part 3 of a 4-part Series:
In my first two articles, I alerted you to the campaign called “civilization jihad” being conducted
against us by international Islam under the leadership of the Muslim Brotherhood. Next, I
furnished specific examples of how they had already infiltrated parts of our country and its
institutions. That raised the question what we are doing about it.
The short answer is, “Not enough.” But before we go into detail on that score, I want to show
what will happen if we fail to meet this challenge. Keep in mind Islam has 1,400 years of
experience in not just conquering other societies but in obliterating their histories and cultures.
We see the consequences today of inaction by western powers in sub-Saharan Africa and
southwest Asia, where Islamic marauders invade girls’ schools, kidnap them by the hundreds,
many of whom are prepubescent, to be sold as sex slaves; where Muslim fundamentalists capture
and kill peaceful Yazidis and other Christian groups because they are not Sunnis; where young
children are tortured to death in front of their parents, because Allah has commanded them to do
so, and Mohammed showed them the way.
Look what is happening in Europe. Sweden has fallen. Twenty-five years ago, rape was rare in
that country. Today it is a daily occurrence. Women can no longer go out alone at night because
to do so is “asking for it.” Could anyone have predicted a movement there to replace the cross on
the Swedish flag with the crescent moon of Islam? Whoever could have imagined other
economically advanced and politically sophisticated western European countries succumbing
like feckless children to the onslaught of Muslim refugees? Yet they have—at least until now.
In Europe the fight against Islam may ultimately come to armed conflict as it did at the gates of
Vienna on Sept 11, 1683, but it seems unlikely. The governments of Europe today have shown
themselves unwilling to fight, even for their own survival. Those smug socialist countries will
take political correctness to the grave with them—along with the cultural heritage of 2,500 years.
The primary lesson we are learning from all this is that civilization is a delicate thing. The truth
is inescapable: there are people in the world who want to kill us. Islam can be stopped. But what
will happen if it conquers America?
Nothing good.
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The U.S. Constitution, one of the greatest documents written by man, will be abandoned and
replaced by a 7th century Islamic theocracy. Sharia will become the supreme law of the land.
Good-bye due process. Farewell Bill of Rights. Speaking of rights, women will have none. They
will be uneducated, forced to undergo genital mutilation, wear the burqa in public. A woman will
have to endure her husband’s beatings whenever he feels like “disciplining” her—with or
without cause. She won’t have to worry about him raping her, however. Under Sharia a man
cannot rape his wife because he has the absolute right to the use of her body. If hurting her adds
to his pleasure, she is obliged to endure it. If another man should rape her, however, she will be
stoned to death for having intercourse with a man who is not her husband.
There won’t be any protection from cruel and unusual punishment, because under Sharia no
punishment is considered cruel or unusual. Thieves have a hand chopped off for the first offense,
a foot amputated for the second. Homosexuals can be stoned, crucified, hurled from the roof of a
tall building or put in cages and burned to death. The same fate can be meted out to apostates,
those who leave the Islamic faith or appear to. Children can be beaten or scourged if they ask for
food during the day in the “holy” month of Ramadan.
If we don’t wake up, if we don’t fight back, if we fall, the country we know as the United States
will culturally resemble Saudi Arabia, where you do as you’re told—or suffer the consequences.
See the paragraph above.
Today Saudi Arabia enjoys a high standard of living because of oil money. Before the discovery
and exploitation of the black gold by Americans in the 20th century, however, the country hadn’t
changed much since Mohammed drove camel caravans across the desert. Take away the oil
revenue and within a generation Saudi Arabia will be back to camels and sand dunes. They
produce nothing. Should the rest of Europe and America fall to the jihadis, our economy will
collapse, our exports will likewise drop dramatically, and our standard of living could easily
plummet to early 19th century standards.
Consider these facts:
Economically: The entire world will change. The prosperity that comes with America’s evergrowing economy will disappear. Here is just a small sample of the changes we can expect.
•

•
•
•
•

The pork industry will be shut down. That means more than no ham or bacon with your
eggs. It is a trillion-dollar industry that employees tens of thousands of people. In
addition to food, pigs provide products like leather, lubricants, medical ingredients and a
myriad of other goods we probably aren’t even aware of.
Also disappearing from the marketplace will be beer, wine and hard liquor.
Cosmetics and women’s fashions will see a sharp decline.
The entertainment industry will narrow to almost nothing. Classic and classical music
will virtually disappear because of its religious underpinnings on the one hand and its
“secular obscenity” on the other.
If you are a dog-lover, kiss your pooch goodbye. Mohammed must have been bitten by a
dog at some time, because he hated them. You won’t be allowed to keep yours.
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Socially: Things will change dramatically.
• Marriages will be arranged by fathers and older brothers, very often to child brides. Don’t
forget, Mohammed, the perfect man, married Aisha, when she was 6-year-old and
consummated the marriage when she was 9!
• Polygamy will be in. A Muslim man can have four wives and any number of sex slaves.
• Speaking of slavery, the 600,000 men who gave their lives in our civil war to end the
“peculiar institution” will have died for naught, if Islam triumphs. Slavery is not just
condoned in Islam, it is offered as a reward for engaging in the struggle, jihad, against the
unbelievers.
• Christians may be allowed to avoid death or slavery by paying the jizya, a special tax
levied on “people of the book” (Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians) in exchange for
dhimmi status [second class humiliation] in the caliphate.
All this brings us back to the original question, “What can we do about encroaching Islam?”
Here are just a few thoughts:
At the federal level—
•

Name the enemy: The federal government must clearly and decisively admit we are
under attack by one specific group of people. They’re not Irish Catholics, Orthodox
Serbians, German Lutherans or French atheists. They’re Muslims from a variety of
countries. The PC crowd would say not all Muslims are violent or terrorists. That may be
true, but how do we tell the difference between a peaceful Muslim and his violent coreligionist when in their most sacred book, the Koran, Allah orders them to “Slay the
unbeliever wherever you find him”?

Did you notice for 8 years the federal government never blamed Islam for a single terrorist
attack? The words Islamic extremist, radical Islam and Muslim terrorist were banned from the
lips of administration officials. Instead, we had lone wolves, workplace violence and other stupid
euphemisms. Were you fooled by them? I doubt anybody else was either. But even now, with a
new sheriff in town, the establishment has been quick to deny the Las Vegas “incident” was in
any way associated with Islamic terrorism. Make no mistake, it was. A little research by the lame
and lazy media would have brought out the fact that settling debts before engaging in violent
jihad is necessary to enter paradise.
•

Educate law enforcement: Return the training materials to courses for law enforcement
that were purged by the Obama administration. That means cutting the PC crap. We have
truth in lending for the banking industry. We need truth in defending in the Department
of Justice and every other department and agency of the federal government.

•

Employ positive defenses: Profile middle-easterners and Muslims coming into the
country. The Israelis have been very good at this. They do it quickly and efficiently. We
can learn a good deal from them. They’ve offered the training. Let’s take advantage of it.
It will also strengthen our ties with the only real democracy and our staunchest ally in the
Middle East.
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•

Mosques: Recognize mosques are not simply houses of worship but military headquarters
and armories. We used to monitor them before the Obama administration took over.
Return to monitoring them.

-- Expel all advisors/consultants on Islam who are or have been members or associated
with organizations on the list of unindicted co-conspirators in the trial of the Holy Land
Foundation.
•

Examine the tax exempt status, if any, of organizations on the unindicted co-conspirator
list.

•

Provide training to local law enforcement.

•

Take legal actions: multiple violations of the Constitution and federal law by Muslim
organizations were well documented in the 2008 Holy Land Foundation trial. It is time to
follow up on those findings.

-- Separate in law religious Islam from political Islam. The Reliance of the Traveler
would be a good discriminator.
-- Clean house. No one has a right to a government job, anyone not in sync with the new
policy should be terminated.
-- Pursue legal action against the unindicted co-conspirators in the Holy Land Foundation
trial. That includes CAIR, ISNA
-- Pass American Law for American Courts
-- Impeach judges who use Sharia law in court
At the local level:
•

When Muslims request special consideration, e.g., zoning, foot baths, time out for prayers
in schools, etc., ask, “Would we do the same for a Catholic, a Mormon or a Baptist?” If
the answer is yes, grant it to all of them. If the answer ids no, deny it. The Supreme Court
took the Bible out of the classroom. The Koran has no place there either.

•

If a mosque is being built and is being granted tax exempt status as a house of worship,
question building specification that don’t fall in line with a church or synagogue.

On the individual level:
There is much each of us can do to protect ourselves, our families and our communities. It starts
with getting educated about the nature of the enemy. That’s where we’ll start next time.
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___________________
Ken Casper was born and raised in New York City. He joined the Air Force, served in Japan, Vietnam,
and Germany as well as various stateside assignments before retiring in San Angelo, Texas. An active
member and past-president of the San Angelo TEA Party, Ken is also the author of more than twenty-five
novels.
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